
CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY OF BRITISH AIRWAYS

At British Airways our promise of 'To Fly. To Serve' embodies who we are and what we do. We want to ensure our
promise extends beyond our everyday.

Air quality Air quality is an important issue for the community living near airports. Because of this Gate
Gourmet decided to use new staff on lower rewards and the bing employee of Gate Gourmet went on work
stoppage opposing the determination made by the direction. We are continuing to use innovation to build on
our successes, developing new in-flight software to ensure that in the future we fly in the most sustainable and
efficient way possible. But look at the economic contribution that BA makes to Tanzania through the flights it
operates to Dar es Salaam. We recycle as much onboard waste as allowed by environmental and legislative
rules regarding International Catering Waste and work with our catering partners to reduce the amount of
catering waste produced during flights. Preventing pollution and minimising its impact on the environment.
Environmental policy. Airlines, which account for 1. But for aviation the lead times in development of new
airplanes are much longer. We have lowered our CO2 emissions by more than , tonnes since by reducing the
number of engines our aircraft use to taxi, optimising flight routes, and decreasing the weight of our aircraft by
various initiatives, including printing our in-flight magazine on lighter paper and using technology to replace
printed charts on the flight deck. With society's moral compass pointed towards green issues, talk of being a
good citizen turns inevitably to the environment. Such infighting prevents the industry from presenting a
united front. Most of the communities around Ol Pejeta are not connected to mains electricity and people
typically turn to fossil fuels for power. Using ground power where fixed electrical power and pre-conditioned
air is supplied at airports to reduce the use of auxiliary power units on aircraft. Often small changes make a big
difference. Seek to minimise and reduce our impact on the environment. This is by definition the motive why
concerns are set up in society and so the first undertaking of concern is to be decently working economic unit
and to remain in concern. People can now live longer and help their families. For illustration it was legal to
dispose of an oil rig in the sea but was it ethical? Our cabin and flight crew have the most exposure to
potential trafficking situations and are trained to spot incidents. Share via Email A modern building, the
Vijibweni hospital stands out in one of the poorer parts of the Tanzanian capital. And harmonizing to
Emmelhainz and Adams , there is a displacement towards planetary supply and competition and single houses
appear to be faced with the mentality of an drawn-out concatenation of duty. Mentions: Emmelhainz, M.
Outsourcing must non be use merely to carry through the economic duties of a house but besides try to believe
ethically by non being unjust and unfair to its employees as the Gate Gourmet. The building, which provides
after school care and is operated by the social enterprise KLAS Care, has become the hub for a growing
number of community groups in the East Fulton area of Linwood. Besides Nike and Gap have been bothered
over the perspiration stores allegedly operated by some of their providers. At Heathrow there are dedicated
areas before security where bottles can be emptied, as well as water points where they can be refilled once
airside. Noise We are committed to minimising the impact of noise from aircraft activities on local
communities and have set a goal to reduce the average noise produced per flight by 13 per cent by compared
to  In this manner outsourcing can carry through houses Philanthropic Responsibility. So I conclude that
ethical issues involved in the modern pattern of outsourcing are economic duties, legal duties, ethical duties
and philanthropic duties. Reusable collapsible cups are also available to purchase on our shorthaul flights from
our buy-on-board proposition. Olver's pledge met with boos and hisses from investors, with one accusing him
of "Orwellian" spin: "A world leader in weapons, yes, but not in ethics.


